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In 1985 Dino Ghelli together with his beloved wife and one of his collaborators, found-
ed “Spazio Verde SNC”, after fifteen years’ experience in the “OFFICE FURNITURE” 
sector, with particular attention to the Public Administrations of Northern Italy.
From this sector it develops the idea of opening up to the sale of new elements of 
“URBAN FURNITURE” such as baskets, planters, benches, shelters and more; a new 
field that in the future would have rewarded him. In fact, in the following years the 
sales of bells and containers for the “RECYCLING COLLECTION” increase exponen-
tially. It all stemmed from the belief that the ENVIRONMENT that surrounds us would 
have become increasingly important.

In this way the company began to develop and grow with the addition of new collabo-
rators, expanding the work area and covering Central and Southern Italy, until “Spazio 
Verde International SRL” was established on 18/02/1992.
In addition to the urban furniture items and recycling collection, the initial core busi-
ness, the company also started to promote road cleaning equipment, starting with the 
largest road sweepers up to the smaller sidewalk and historic downtown sweepers. In 
particular, with the Scottish company APPLIED-UK, a decade-long marriage begins in 
1994, that will bring this small sweeper to work in many municipalities of Italy from the 
North to the South, including the islands.



The business grows and in 2003 her daughter Chiara decides to follow her father’s 
footsteps and has begun to work in the family business and almost immediately the 
future husband Daniele followed her. The many and continuous successes spur to 
always look for new solutions and products for the environment, with particular atten-
tion to electrical technologies.

In fact, since 2014 Spazio Verde International has started to promote a new cleaning 
system through GLUTTON, a self-propelled electric vacuum cleaner widely used in 
historical centres, in monumental areas and where larger machines can not arrive. In 
particular, it is appreciated because it is completely electric and therefore does not 
pollute: a 100% ecological technology.

Spazio Verde obtain the exclusive distribution for Glasdon UK for urbans furniture in 
Durapol- polyethylene: a news for the market, full of cast iron and hood products. 
Through the years the sales grew up, thanks to the professional motherhouse, which 
develops continuously new products that satisfy the contemporary need of waste 
recycling. In 2017, Spazio Verde achieves the prize for best distributor in Europe “for 
the results obtained from the sale”.

The good results obtained in recent years confirm its validity and 

make us predict sales growth for the future, and the company is al-

ways looking for new technologies for the environment, with particu-

lar attention to the alternative energy market.
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